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Abstract—Performance variation is a significant problem for
large scale HPC systems and will increase on future exascale
systems. In this work, we show that performance variation
impacts the performance and energy efficiency of contemporary
large-scale computing systems in highly temporally inconsistent
ways. We thus present a case for criticality models, a learning
based mechanism that allows a system to generate holistic models
of performance variation as it occurs during application runtime.
Criticality models are designed to provide a mechanism by
which applications can detect performance variation at runtime
and take action to mitigate its effects. We present a promising
preliminary analysis of criticality models on a small scale cluster.
Our results demonstrate that models based on logistic regressions
can accurately model criticality at this scale.

Index Terms—performance variation; exascale computing;
criticality modeling; performance modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

Performance variation is a significant problem for large

scale HPC systems. Given the tightly synchronized nature of

HPC applications, execution time and energy efficiency are

dictated by the slowest ranks (“stragglers”) in the system. To

date, it is commonly assumed that the stragglers are made

up of a consistent subset of nodes [1], [2]. However, in

emerging HPC systems, variation can be highly temporally

inconsistent [3], meaning not only will some components of

the application be more impacted than others, but also the

nodes in the straggler group will change over time. Such

inconsistency is driven by issues that are external to the

application and usually out of its control, such as resource

contention [4] and operating system (OS) interference [5].

Furthermore, it is widely expected that exascale systems will

feature multiple consolidated workloads on single nodes [6]

and allocate power non-uniformly between nodes [7], [8].

These characteristics combined with unprecedented scale will

likely lead to temporally inconsistent behavior.

On future exascale systems, a single top-down approach to

eliminate variation will be challenging if not impossible to

achieve. Therefore, instead of preventing it, researchers have

begun to explore ways to react and adapt to it as it occurs;

for example, non-uniform power distribution [1], [2], [3], and

workload redistribution [9], [10] have been shown to improve

runtime and/or energy efficiency in the face of variation.

However, these approaches generally assume relatively simple

models of variation that will not capture the complexity of

temporally inconsistent variation.

This paper presents a case for criticality models, a learning

based mechanism that allows a system to generate holistic
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Fig. 1: A high-level view of criticality models

models of performance variation as it occurs during appli-

cation runtime. Criticality models use low-level performance

measurements and system-wide criticality labels based on

application timing variation in order to learn how variation

manifests itself, allowing it to be quickly and easily measured

by a node. Once generated, criticality models can be used at

any time to estimate how critical a node’s performance is to

the progress of the application as a whole.

A high-level view of our criticality modeling approach is

shown in Figure 1. Each rank contains an internal criticality

model used to predict its likelihood of being critical to

the application’s progress (i.e. being one of the stragglers).

By grouping ranks based on their criticality predictions, the

models collectively produce a critical set of ranks whose

members are most likely to delay progress. Most importantly,

once generated, criticality models require no communication

between ranks – each rank executes its model independently

and makes its own predictions of critical set membership. As

a result, criticality models are more scalable than approaches

that require frequent communication to determine criticality.

Furthermore, because criticality models are agnostic to sources

of variation, they are well-suited to address the myriad sources

that will impact extreme scale systems, including complex

causes of temporally inconsistent variation.

II. TEMPORALLY INCONSISTENT VARIATION

Performance variation significantly impacts the runtime and

energy efficiency of large scale systems. This paper claims that

performance variation cannot be modeled using simple and

static classifications of only spatially inconsistent variation

as commonly assumed. This is motivated by the primary

finding we make in this section that refutes a commonly held
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# Ranks always or sometimes “slow”
Application # Ranks “Slow” == Last 5% “Slow” == Last 50%

Always Sometimes Always Sometimes
AMR Boxlib 13,824 0 13,824 0 13,824

BigFFT 1,024 1 205 118 940

FillBoundary 10,648 0 1,743 840 9,770

MiniFE 1,152 0 644 0 1,152

MultiGrid 10,648 0 4,784 6 10,643

TABLE I: Temporal inconsistency of performance variation

assumption: performance issues are not always constrained

to the same set of “straggler” ranks over the lifetime of an

application, but rather move between different nodes of the

system over time.

To understand how performance variation affects applica-

tions at extreme scale, we first analyze the performance of

a set of (mini-)applications provided by the US Department

of Energy (DOE)1. The traces are for a set of applications

that characterize DOE requirements and can provide insight

into the effects of application imbalance and the behavior of

stragglers in today’s large scale systems. We analyze AMR

Boxlib and MultiGrid, full traces of production applications

used by the DOE, and BigFFT, FillBoundary and MiniFE,

kernels extracted from corresponding production applications.

Table I demonstrates temporal variation inconsistency by

investigating the lack of consistently slow ranks in the ap-

plications. It considers two different definitions for a “slow”

rank: a rank that is one of the last 5% of ranks to reach

a global collective or a rank that is on the last 50% to

reach a collective. When considering the slowest 5% of ranks,

the results show that classifying a single set of ranks as

consistently “slow” is not possible. Moreover, a substantial

number of ranks in AMR Boxlib (100%), MiniFE (56%) and

MultiGrid (45%) will eventually belong to the “slow” set (as

can be seen in the Sometimes column). Similar results hold for

the 50% threshold, where in all cases over 90% of ranks will

fall into the “slow” category at some point in time. These

results show significant temporal performance variation for

a given rank across the lifetime of the applications. Static

classifications of a rank’s criticality that do not change over

time are inappropriate for these systems.

III. A CASE FOR CRITICALITY MODELS

Performance variation is a major impediment to the per-

formance of current large scale HPC systems. Unfortunately,

there are indications that performance variation will be even

more of an issue at exascale [6], [7], [8], [11]. Based on

the sheer number and complexity of sources that will induce

variation, a top-down approach to eliminating all sources

will be challenging to achieve. Thus, we propose criticality
models, a learning based mechanism that allows the system to

generate holistic models of performance variation as it occurs

during application runtime. Criticality models use observations

of how performance variation manifests across a large scale

system to automatically learn the local node-level performance

1Detailed system and application specifications can be found:
http://portal.nersc.gov/project/CAL/designforward.htm

characteristics that indicate criticality. Criticality models are

designed to provide a mechanism by which applications and

runtime systems can detect and react to variation in an in-

telligent manner rather than preventing performance variation

from occurring.

A. Machine Learning Based Model Training

Due to the complex nature of variation at exascale, gener-

ating heuristic based models that can capture all sources of

variation is challenging. Instead, we propose the use machine

learning to generate models. The key advantage of this ap-

proach is that features indicative of variation can be automati-

cally learned and selected during the model generation phase.

Machine learning techniques can generate accurate models

for a wide range of applications and system architectures.

Given that different applications are sensitive to different types

of performance variation, a “one size fits all” model cannot

perform well for all combinations of applications and systems.

Thus, machine learned models can be superior in terms of

model performance as well as human effort in generating

tailored models for new applications and systems whose

performance characteristics may not be easily understood.

B. Distributed Model Generation

Criticality models are generated in a distributed fashion.

Each node in the system is responsible for periodically collect-

ing low-level performance measurements as an application is

running. These measurements may take the form of hardware

performance counters, software events (e.g., percentage of

time context switching, breakdown of user mode vs. kernel

mode time), and/or counters related to the network (e.g., bytes

per second received at a network endpoint over an interval

of time). Measurements can also contain application-level

information, such as the most recent MPI call made by a rank.

Models can be generated from these measurements either

online or offline. In either case, the key is that each rank-

specific performance measurement must be labeled with an

indicator of criticality to feed to the machine learning phase.

For online generation, each rank labels its performance mea-

surements when it reaches the next global communication

point. Labels are based on the rank’s communication time

(e.g., MPI slack) in comparison to the communication time of

all other ranks; i.e., ranks that are comparatively slower than

most other ranks have measurements annotated “critical;” i.e.,

they belong to the critical set. Such a critical set is likewise

defined for every global collective in the application.

C. Parallel and Autonomous Model Execution

Once criticality models have been generated, each node

executes its model by collecting node-local performance mea-

surements and generating a local prediction of criticality based

on these measurements. The main benefit of this approach

is a very high degree of scalability – nodes do not need to

communicate with each other to derive predictions of their

own criticality. This design is based on the observation that,

as systems scale to potentially millions of nodes, requiring
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inter-node communication to execute a criticality model will

be inherently unscalable, particularly if the results of the

prediction need to be generated in a timely manner (e.g.,

redistribute power before the next collective). Our criticality

models eschew global communication, instead allowing each

node to predict its criticality based only on measurements that

it can quickly and easily collect as the application is running.

IV. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

In this section, we show how criticality models can be built

and executed on trace runs from MPI applications on a small

scale cluster. While criticality models target variation on large

scale systems, our initial experimental analysis focuses on

demonstrating the effectiveness of the models in identifying

the low level indicators of criticality.

A. Performance Measurements and Profiling

Criticality models are generated from low-level performance

measurements collected independently by each rank. For this

analysis, we have limited performance measurements to hard-

ware performance counters. Models are first trained with

measurements from ranks deemed to be “critical” (i.e., in the

critical set) or “not critical” (i.e., not in the critical set). These

ground truth annotations are provided in an offline manner by

post-processing MPI traces generated from application runs,

using MPI slack via the DUMPI [12] library.

We collect performance counters using the Instruction Based

Sampling (IBS) mechanism found in modern AMD proces-

sors [13]. IBS-enabled processors are configured to generate

interrupts after a configurable number of cycles (or instruc-

tions) has elapsed and provide information about how the

instruction was processed in the core’s pipeline (e.g., TLB and

cache hit rates, number of cycles elapsed since the instruction

was issued, etc.). We collected over 20 different performance

measurements from each IBS instruction.2

B. Constructing the Models

We construct criticality models in an application specific

manner. We select a set of mini-applications from the Mantevo

suite [14] (CloverLead, HPCCG, and MiniFE), as well as two

real applications (AMR Boxlib [15] and ParaDiS [16]. All

models are trained offline from application traces collected

on a small 4-node experimental cluster. Each node has a 4-

core AMD A10-7850K processor with 16 GB RAM, with

each node interconnected with MT27600 Mellanox InfiniBand

cards. Each application is compiled against the DUMPI library

to generate detailed MPI traces. Each rank is also configured

to collect IBS performance counters during its execution.

The key parameter guiding the construction of a criticality

model is the imbalance observed at each collective in an

application. We define the per-collective imbalance as the

maximum MPI slack across all ranks for a given collective.

Formally, if R is the set of all ranks, K the set of all collec-

tives, Sr,k the MPI slack experienced by rank r at collective k,

2The full list of IBS performance measurements can be found on page 597
of the AMD BKDG [13]

Ik the imbalance at collective k, then the annotation for rank

r’s performance counters at collective k, PCr,k, is as follows:

∀r ∈ R, k ∈ K s.t. Ik >= 10 ms, PCr,k ={
“Critical” , if Sr,k < (Ik ∗ 0.25)
“Not critical” , otherwise

(1)

As stated in Equation 1, ranks whose slack is less than a

quarter of the collective’s imbalance (slack of the fastest rank)

have their performance measurements classified as belonging

to the critical set, while all others have their counters classified

as belonging to a not critical rank. Currently, the criticality

models are generated with a logistic regression, which takes

a single IBS measurement as input and predicts whether the

instruction was generated from a critical or non-critical rank.

We plan to investigate other, more complex classification

tools (support vector machines, neural networks, etc.) in the

future. We choose 10 ms as a threshold for determining which

collectives exhibit a large degree of imbalance and thus should

be used as input to the model generation phase.

C. Evaluating the Models

Having constructed the models, we evaluate them using

additional trace data. After collecting performance counters

for 5 ms after a collective, each rank generates a criticality

prediction that remains in effect until the next collective is

reached. Practically speaking, this means that predictions are

not made for computational periods (between MPI collectives)

shorter than 5 ms; thus, we do not evaluate the models on

these periods. This value still allows criticality predictions

to be generated quickly enough to be effective in reacting

to performance variation, but is long enough to generate a

representative view of the performance of a node. We omit a

detailed evaluation of this parameter due to space constraints.

To evaluate the models, we perform a series of cross-

validations. Our goal in these evaluations is not only to

determine how well variation can be modeled by performance

counters, but also whether the absolute values of imbalance

have any effect on accuracy. Each application is executed three

times to generate data sets for training and testing. The input

data for each application (performance counters and criticality

annotations) is aggregated from these runs and then randomly

sampled without replacement such that 75% of the data is

used for training and the remaining 25% for testing. We then

perform k-fold cross-validation with k=10.

Figure 2 shows the results of the cross-validations. An

individual classification is deemed accurate if it matches the

annotation for the rank which generated the performance

counter (“critical” or “not critical”). The results are partitioned

based on the imbalance seen in the collective that the sample

was generated in. For example, the leftmost bar shows the

classification accuracy for all samples in AMR Boxlib that

were generated from a collective with at least 5 ms but less

than 10 ms of imbalance. Missing bars indicate that no periods

with the specified imbalance occurred in the application.
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Fig. 2: Classification accuracies of criticality models
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Fig. 3: Information gain from IBS performance events

In general, larger levels of imbalance result in better clas-

sification accuracy. This suggests that the models are able

to better identify predictive characteristics from performance

counters that are generated during periods of relatively large

imbalance and that imbalance does indeed manifest in the

node-level performance discrepancies for these applications.

AMR Boxlib is the only application whose criticality model

classified with less than 60% accuracy, unless the sample came

from a collective with at least 100 ms of imbalance. Additional

performance metrics such as network performance counters or

MPI call stacks may be able to better explain imbalance in this

application and we plan to investigate such metrics.

Finally, we also determine which types of performance

counters gleaned from IBS sampling are most influential in

generating the criticality models. Figure 3 shows the infor-

mation gain from the five most influential performance events

in the IBS measurements. The figure shows that the two most

indicative signs, on average, are whether a sample is generated

from kernel space (kernel mode) and whether the physical

address for a tagged load/store is in a 2MB page table

entry in data cache L1 TLB (dc_l1_tlb_hit_2m). An

instruction being a load operation (ld_op) provides insight

for some applications (HPCCG and MiniFE). Finally, the

number of cycles from instruction completion to retirement

(comp_to_ret_ctr) and from instruction tagging to re-

tirement (tag_to_ret_ctr) also have predictive influence.

V. CONCLUSION

Performance variation will be a significant impediment to

the runtime and energy efficiency of future HPC systems.

We introduced criticality models to address the increasing

complexity caused by temporally inconsistent variation. Crit-

icality models are designed to learn how causes of variation

manifest across a system and provide a scalable, low latency

mechanism to inform higher level services how and where

variation occurs. We presented a promising early evaluation

of criticality models on a small cluster, showing that logistic

regressions can accurately model criticality at this scale.
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